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Entertainment programming and quiz-shows enjoyed remarkable audience rates and became an established part of Western European television cultures and family rituals in the 1960s. These TV formats were following two transnational trends: 1) the staging of foreign worlds and places of longing, with this staging often relying on transnational networks and the international circulation of entertainment artists; 2) the creation of programs with a genuinely European and international dimension, mirroring the progressing economic and political European integration. The project “Entertainment without Frontiers” looks at the Federal Republic of Germany, at France, and at Spain, and analyzes how foreign cultures are represented and staged in the genres mentioned above. The research focus will thus be on the perception of otherness in specific national contexts as well as on transnational entanglements in European TV entertainment. The proposed study aims at an assessment of the balance between processes of Americanization and Europeanization and at discussing and understanding culture specific forms of appropriation.